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Materials:
● For the front and back of the Goodie Bag you will 
need two pieces of Smart-Fab Cut Sheets 9x12 (we 
used cream). ● To attach the front and back of the 
Goodie Bag you will need one strip of Smart-Fab thirty-
four inches by one and three quarter inches (we used 
orange).Two strips of Smart-Fab for stitching the Goodie 
Bag together, fifty-seven inches by one half inch (we 
used brown) ● For the handles of the Goodie-Bag you 
will need two strips of Smart-Fab, fifteen inches by two 
inches (we used orange - the same color as the sides 
of the bag). Two strips of Smart-Fab, fifteen inches by 
one half inch (we used brown - the same color as the 
stitching). ● Several sheets of paper ● Marker ● Tape 
measure or ruler ● Hole puncher ● Scissors ● Staple 
gun ● Fabric Glue

Halloween Goodie Bag

Preparation:
To prepare the front and the 
back of your Goodie Bag you will 
need the two cream Smart-Fab 
Cut Sheets, a piece of regular 
paper, and the hole punch. Take 
one of the cream Smart-Fab Cut 
Sheets, and going down one of 
the twelve inch sides, make a 
mark at each inch, continuing 

around three sides. The mark must be at least one 
quarter inch away from the edges of the Smart-Fab. 

Place the cream Smart-Fab Cut 
Sheet that you marked on top 
of the second Smart-Fab Cut 
Sheet. Using a piece of paper 
under both of them, (for support) 
punch holes through them on top 
of the marks you made. Be sure 
the mark is in the center of the 
hole you a making.
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To prepare the handles of your 
Goodie Bag you need to glue 
one of the two brown strips of 
Smart-Fab fifteen inches by one 
half inches, down the center 
of each of the orange strips of 
Smart-Fab, fifteen inches by two 
inches.4

You now need to prepare the 
orange strip of Smart-Fab that 
is thirty-four inches by one and 
three quarter inches that will be 
used to attach the front and back 
of the Goodie Bag. The holes 
need to be in the same place as 
the holes you made on the two 
cream Smart-Fab Cut Sheets. 
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You need two holes across from each other all the way 
down the strip. Also use a piece of paper under this strip 
as you punch the holes.
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Procedure:
To assemble your bag you will 
need the two strips of brown 
Smart-Fab that are fifty- seven 
inches by one half inch, along 
with the two cream Smart-Fab 
Cut Sheets and the strip of 
orange Smart-Fab in which you 
punched  the holes.1

To attach the other piece of your 
bag, place the open holes of the 
orange strip over the holes of 
the second piece of the cream 
Smart-Fab Cut Sheets and stitch 
the same way you did above. Be 
sure to leave four inches at the 
beginning and the end of your 
stitching.3

When your stitching is finished, 
tie bows at the top of each of the 
sides. You can now use Smart-
Fab Cut Sheets 9x12 to decorate 
your Halloween Goodie Bag.  
Just trace decorations or lettering 
onto the Smart-Fab Cut Sheets, 
cut out, and and attach easily 
with fabric glue.4

With fabric glue attach one handle 
to the front of the bag and one 
handle to the back. Leave about 
one and one-quarter inches in 
between the two parts of the 
handles. Be sure to glue the 
handles inside the bag with the 
brown decorative strips showing. 

Your last step is to attach the 
handles to your Goodie Bag.
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YOUR HALLOWEEN
GOODIE BAG IS READY!

Line up the holes of the orange 
strip on top of the holes on one of 
the pieces of the cream Smart-Fab 
Cut Sheets. Using the brown strips, 
thread one through the first holes 
at the top of one corner going into 
the cream Smart-Fab Cut Sheets  
first and then bringing it up through 
the orange strip. Leave about four 2

inches hanging on the cream Smart-Fab Cut Sheets side to 
be used later. Bring the brown strip around the outside and go 
under into the next hole on the cream Smart-Fab Cut Sheet 
side below. Continue stitching around all three sides. You 
should have at least four inches left over when you finish. 


